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The 3rd edition of this highly successful text builds on the achievement of the first two editions to provide comprehensive coverage of IMS. It continues to explore the concepts, architecture, protocols and functionalities of IMS while providing a wealth of new and updated information. It is written in a manner that allows readers to choose the level of knowledge and understanding they need to gain about the IMS.
    With 35% new material, The IMS,IP Multimedia Concepts and Services, 3rd Edition has been completely revised to include updated chapters as well as totally new chapters on IMS multimedia telephony and IMS voice call continuity. Additional new material includes IMS transit, IMS local numbering, emergency sessions, identification of communication services in IMS, new authentication model for fixed access, NAT traversal and globally routable user agents URI. Detailed descriptions of protocol behaviour are provided on a level that can be used for implementation and testing.    

    Key features of the 3rd edition:      

	Two new chapters on IMS multimedia telephony service and IMS Voice Call Continuity      
	Updated information on Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Release 7 level, including architecture, reference points and concepts      
	Substantially extended coverage on IMS detailed procedures      
	Completely rewritten and extended chapters on IMS services       
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Mobile 3D Graphics: with OpenGL ES and M3G (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
Graphics and game developers must learn to program for mobility. This book will teach you how. 

"This book - written by some of the key technical experts...provides a comprehensive but practical and easily understood introduction for any software engineer seeking to delight the consumer with rich 3D interactive experiences on their...
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MDX with SSAS 2012 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	69 practical recipes to analyze multidimensional data stored in SSAS 2012 cubes, using high-performance MDX calculations and flexible MDX queries


	Overview

	
		A wide range of time-related, context-aware, and business-related calculations
	
		Combine MDX with utility dimensions
	...
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Security for Web Services and Service-Oriented ArchitecturesSpringer, 2009
Web services based on the eXtensible Markup Language (XML), the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), and related standards, and deployed in Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA), are the key to Web-based interoperability for applications within and across organizations. It is crucial that the security of services and their interactions with...
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Mycorrhizal Networks (Ecological Studies)Springer, 2015

	The last 25 years have seen significant advances in our understanding of the mycorrhizal fungi that colonize most of the world’s plants, and the mycorrhizal networks that form and extend into the soil beyond plant roots. In addition to a thorough review of recent research on mycorrhizal networks, this book provides readers with...
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Enterprise Content and Search Management for Building Digital PlatformsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2016

	Provides modern enterprises with the tools to create a robust digital platform utilizing proven best practices, practical models, and time-tested techniques


	Contemporary business organizations can either embrace the digital revolution—or be left behind. Enterprise Content and Search Management for Building Digital...
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Hacking For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	A new edition of the bestselling guide-now updated to cover the latest hacks and how to prevent them!


	It's bad enough when a hack occurs-stealing identities, bank accounts, and personal information. But when the hack could have been prevented by taking basic security measures-like the ones described in this book-somehow that...
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